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Y 12 Still life/ PhotographyTask

A still life is a collection of man-made or natural objects. 

It can  be a celebration of life, an experiment in 

composition or can  refer to symbolism and the brevity of 

life (momento mori).

In this Task you should attempt recreate, and 

photograph,  compositions used by the artists in 

the following slides.

In recreating the compositions used by different artists you 

will  begin to understand how changes in placement can 

affect the  feeling/ mood of an artwork. By using 

photography you will be  able to understand this process 

quickly and consider the angles  of your own body when 

taking the photo – this equates to the  perspective of the 

viewer (the person who would eventually  look at your

artwork).

Subject matter: It will be difficult to source the items in these 

artworks  so be creative in your choice of objects. You do not 

need to use exactly  the same object. If the items are all similar in 

the original then try to  make them similar in yours too. If there is 

a tall vase, find another tall  item to replace it etc.

Earliest know still life was in  

15th Century BC in Egypt. It  

showed funerary items that  

the owner would take 

through  to the afterlife.

The Renaissance (17th Century AD)  

popularised the still life in the form of  

vases of flowers. These were flowers  

from all over the world, all blooming 

at  the same time and were 

supposed to  show the affluence of 

the owner – their  travel, the 

expense of the flowers…
In the Dutch golden age the focus 

was  on symbolism in the objects  

portrayed. Vanitas included objects  

that showed the brevity of life, a  

candle will go out, flowers will wilt,  

body will decay and that we should  

celebrate these whilst we have

them.



For each artist:

1. Arrange objects as close to the original as 

possible (see

subject matter on previous slide).

2. Analyse the photos:

3. How similar is this composition to the original? What 

has  changed? How could you improve the 

background, lighting,  angles?

4. How does the composition make you feel? Discuss the 

use  of space in the art, the collection of objects (sizes, 

shapes,  negative space). Do the colours/ groupings of 

colours affect  your opinion?

5. Choose your favourite photos and edit them (list of 

online  editing software at end of PowerPoint).

6. Extension: create sketches/ paintings based on 

your  favourite photos. Be creative and

experimental!

Editing programs/

apps

VSCO Cam - photo editing  

Instagram - Preset filters  

Pixlr - photoshop clone  

PicsArt - Photo editor -

edits,  collage, drawing 

using layers

Foodie - for food photos, similar 

to  instagram

Afterlight 2 - photo editing  

Snapseed - professional 

photo  editor by Google

Adobe Photoshop Express -

always  free

GIMP - photo 

editing  Fotor -

Photo editing

Photopea - advanced image 

editor  Photoscape - editing (a 

Experimental/ collage

editing

Glitch
LabMirror
LabHypoca
mInstasquar
ePrisma - creates paint
effectsCanva - create
graphicsEnlight Photofox - blend
photostogether (watch
tutorials)BeFunky - edit and collage,
verysimpl
e



Giorgio Morandi

1890 – 1964

Italian

Oil paint  

Composition  

experiments  

Simple

objects  

Forerunner 

of  

Minimalism

• Consider table 

edge/  angle

• Consider the 

heights  of the 

objects



Salvatore Grippi

1921-2017

American

Oil on Canvas

Post War movement

• Consider choice

of  objects

• Consider direction

of

light

• Why did he

choose  these 

colours?



Paul Cezanne

1839-1906

French  

Impressioni

st

Beginnings of

Cubism  Oil on

Canvas

It is said that Cezanne painted 

by  picking up each object and  

looking at it from every angle.

This might explain the different  

sizes of the fruit in comparison 

to  the perspective.



Roy Lichtenstein

1923-1997

American

Oil on 

Canvas  

Pop Artist

Inspired by comic strip

Consider placement in 

frame  Consider level of

lighting



Caravaggio

1571-1610

Italian

Oil on

Canvas  

Baroque

Consider angle of

view  Consider

lighting



Tabea

Mathern  

Contemporary  

German  

Photography

Consider colours  

Consider horizon

line



Juan Sánchez

Cotán

1560-1627

Spanish

Oil on

Canvas  

Baroque

Consider 

background  

Consider hanging!



Patrick Caulfield

1936-2005

British

Painting/

Printmaking

“formal” artist

Consider

background



Mikkel Jul

Hvilshøj  

Contemporary  

Denmark  

Photography

Consider background

Consider angle (looking

down)


